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Abstract
Traffic congestion is one of the major problems facing Dar es Salaam City and is attributed by a number of
factors including rapid population increase, inadequate and poor road infrastructure, city structure, rapid increase
in number of cars and lack of physical plan to control city development. The city is already implementing a
number of strategies in order to minimize traffic congestion. However, many of the strategies are focusing on
improving the capacity of roads in terms of increasing number of lanes, proposing new overpasses and
underpasses at the main road intersections and improving public transport. These strategies cannot fully
overcome the congestion problems in Dar es Salaam on their own unless efforts are made to redistribute services
and community infrastructure. The latter can be achieved through physical planning, which has the potential of
influencing trip generation and travel patterns and traffic volume in specific roads. Therefore to minimize traffic
congestion in the Dar es Salaam both strategies for improving road capacity, public transport and physical
planning solutions ought to be applied together.
Keywords: traffic congestion, increase in cars, traffic management, road infrastructure, public transport and
physical planning
1. Introduction
Traffic congestion is one of the key problems in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania especially during the peak hours of the
mornings and evenings. It is a relatively a new phenomenon and as recent as in the middle of the 1990s
congestion was not a problem at all except for a few roads in the City center. Traffic congestion is becoming
worse on the yearly basis due to the increase Dar es Salaam population, number of cars, rapid physical
development Central Business District and increase in social and economic activities in the City. The
Government and City authorities are attempting to solve the problem by increasing the capacity of roads and
improving public transport. It appears that this approach has not fully delivered the desired results of minimizing
congestion. One of the contributing factors for poor performance is none implementation of strategies for
controlling traffic congestion proposed in physical plans. As an example the 1979 Dar es Salaam master plan had
good strategies for reducing future traffic congestion and if they were implemented traffic congestion in the City
could not be as bad as it is by now. This paper attempts to show the importance of seriously taking into account
physical planning as one of the key tools in reducing traffic congestion in urban areas in addition to popular
strategies of increasing road capacity and improving public transport.
2. Traffic Congestion
According to Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], report (2007) on managing
urban traffic congestion there is no single broadly agreed definition of traffic congestion due to the fact that it is
both a physical and a relative phenomenon. As a physical phenomenon traffic congestion can be defined as
situation where demand for road space exceeds supply and is reflected by slower speed, longer trip times and
increased motor vehicular queuing (Institute of Transport Engineers, 1989). As a relative phenomenon it can be
defined as a difference between road performance and road user’s expectations. Traffic congestion is a problem
in many cities of the World, both in developed and developing countries and it is predicted that it will get worse
in the future (Jain et al., 2012; Cambridge Systematics Inc. & Texas Transport Institute, 2004). According to
Institute of Engineers (1989) traffic congestion can be viewed from two main opposing perspectives. The first
perspective is that it can be considered is an indicator of economic growth and as long as we live in urban areas
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it is here to stay with us. The second perspective is that congestion as an indicator of deterioration of urban life.
Urban traffic congestion can be contributed by a number of factors including rapid increase in urban population,
economic growth, increase in employment opportunities, increase in number of cars and number of people using
cars, low capacity of transport infrastructure, road layout, under investment in road infrastructure, poor traffic
management, shortage of street parking, signal and equipment failure, non adherence to traffic regulations, poor
urban planning or poor urban development control, rapid expansion of city boundaries, poor public transport,
increased use of private cars, car accidents, special events gatherings, road works, and bad weather (Institute of
Transport Engineers, 1989; Remi et al., 2009; Aderamo, 2012; Mahmud et al., 2012; Agyemang, 2009;
International Association of Public Transport [UITP], 2003); Cambridge Systematics Inc. and Texas Transport
Institute, 2004; LONDONASSEMBLY Transport Committee, 2004).
The impacts of traffic congestion can be categorized into four main groups of environmental, economical, health
and social (Mahmud et al., 2012; Weisbrod et al., 2003; Remi et al., 2009; Levy et al., 2010). The nature, extent
and severity of the impacts differ from one city to another depending among other things the city size, road
capacity and road layout, spatial distribution of land uses, modes of public and private transport systems and
travel patterns. The general environmental impacts due to traffic congestion include air and noise pollution and
visual intrusion. Air pollution leads to increase of Greenhouse Gases (GHG) in the atmosphere thus contributing
to climate change. The economic impacts are increase in fuel consumption, which leads to higher transportation
costs, wastage of working time and delay in service delivery. Health impacts, which primarily occur due to
extended exposure to polluted air and unnecessarily long periods spent on roads, are mental stress, tiredness, and
headache. Social impacts include reduction in quality of life as reflected by reduction in personal incomes due to
increased transportation costs, loss of time that could have otherwise been spent on social activities.
It is argued that traffic congestion in urban areas cannot be completely eliminated but can only be minimized to
acceptable level and there is no single solution (Institute of Transport Engineers, 1989; OECD, 2007). In order to
minimize traffic congestion in urban areas three main approaches may be used. These are firstly, dealing with
supply side that is taking actions that lead to increase in capacity and efficiency of transportation infrastructure.
Secondly, dealing with demand side that is taking actions that lead to reduction in the use of cars in urban areas.
Finally, physical planning which influences land use and infrastructure distribution in urban areas. The typical
supply actions for controlling traffic congestion are divided into two main areas of adding new facilities and
improving the management of existing facilities. The new transportation facilities that can be added include
building new roads, transit facilities, adding lanes to existing roads, constructing overpasses and underpasses at
congestion intersections and building ring roads. Improved traffic management can be attained through the
introduction of one way streets, turn prohibitions and reversible lanes, improving timing of the traffic signals,
provision of pre trip traffic information, faster responses to traffic accidents and addressing special events and
road works that cause traffic jams. Demand management can be attained by provision of high quality public
transport that can reduce the use of private cars, parking restrictions, ride sharing or car pooling, ramp metering,
congestion charge, promoting cycling and walking and introduction of flexible working hours.
Physical planning also known by a variety of other names including spatial planning, town planning, urban and
regional planning or urban planning deals with spatial arrangement of land uses in human settlements. The main
aim of physical planning is to bring orderly and sustainable development of human settlements. This is attained
by developing and implementing a variety of spatial plans in urban areas, commonly known as master or
structural or land use plans. The master plans do indicate the arrangements of different land uses including for
example for residential, commercial, institutional, open areas, recreational and line infrastructures. The line
infrastructure includes transportation facilities in terms of different types of roads, railways, water supply, energy
and telecommunication systems, solid and waste management. According to Institute of Transport Engineers,
(1989), and Aderamo (2012) physical planning and transportation planning are closely linked together. This is
due to the fact that the way land uses are arranged will affect trip generation, travel patterns and traffic volumes
which in turn will impact on the transportation facilities that are provided for accessibility to different parts of
the urban areas. Therefore the travel pattern including traffic congestion within and beyond urban boundaries is
greatly influenced by land uses. At the same time the transportation system can influence the land uses within
and outside the urban boundaries.
3. Dar es Salaam City
Dar es Salaam is the commercial city and main port of Tanzania is characterized by hot and humid climate
throughout the year. The average temperature of the City is 29°C with maximum and minimum temperatures of
35°C and 25°C respectively (UN Habitat, 2008; Nicholls, 2011). Dar es Salaam has a bimodal rainfall system
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receiving about 1000 too 1300mm perr annual. Topoographically, thhe city can bee divided into three main te
errain
units of low
wlands found along Indian O
Ocean shores aand river valleyys, the middle plateau and thhe hilly areas found
f
in the nortth and west of the city. Four main river sysstems of Mpiji, Msimbazi, K
Kizinga and Mzzinga cut acrosss the
city (Natioonal Environm
mental Managem
ment Council [NEMC], 2009). The urban structure of thhe Dar es Salaa
am is
mono-centtric as it has onnly one Centraal Business Diistrict (CBD) ccomprising of the city centerr and Karikoo area.
The majorr urban functioons and activitiies are concenttrated in the CB
BD and along the major arteerial roads.
Overall, thhe City can be characterized as sprawling llow rise City tthat is not intennsively built. A
According to Japan
J
Internationnal Cooperatioon Agency [JIC
CA] (2008) Daar es Salaam C
City has a totall of 1691.6 squuare kilometerrs out
of this onlly 21.7 per cennt is a built-upp area. The reemaining propoortion that is 778.3 per cent is sparsely built or
covered byy either naturaal or semi-natuural vegetationn and agricultuure lands mosttly in peri-urbaan areas. The main
land uses iin the built-up area are residdential 13.2 perrcent, river/waater body 4 perrcent, industryy 1.3 per cent, other
land uses iincluding goveernment instituutions 3.2 per ccent.

Figure 1. Main land usees in Dar es Saalaam City (20007)
Source: JIC
CA (2008).
Figure 1 shows the mainn land uses in Dar es Salaam
m (JICA, 20088). The residenntial houses in Dar es Salaam
m are
dominatedd by single storey houses booth in planned and in unplannned areas. It iis estimated thhat currently Dar
D es
Salaam haas a populationn of 4 million people out of which 60 per cent are emplloyed in the innformal sector. The
main incom
me generatingg activities in the informal ssector includess petty tradingg, urban agricuulture, fishing, and
technical jobs such as mechanics, carpentry, maasonry, plumbbing and tailooring (Nnkya & Lupala, 2010;
2
Pan-Africaan START Seecretariat, Inteernational STA
ART Secretarriat, Tanzania Meteorologiccal Agency, Ardhi
A
Universityy, 2011). Abouut 65 to 70 peer cent of thee residents in D
Dar es Salaam
m live in unpllanned settlem
ments.
Comparedd to populationn densities off many other cities, despite of its largee population thhe city has a low
populationn density of ann average of 155 persons/ha. H
However, therre are some areeas especially those near the
e city
center andd some unplannned settlements that have 3000 and 533 perssons per hectarre (Lupala & K
Kiunsi, 2011).
Dar es Sallaam City deveelopment is paartly influenceed by the arteriial road netwoork consisting of five main radial
r
roads and one ring roadd all terminatinng in the Centtral Business D
District. The fi
five radial roadds are Kilwa Road,
R
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Nyerere R
Road, Morogoroo Road and Neew and Old Baagamoyo Roadds and the maiin ring road is the Mandela Road.
R
The total llength of roadss based on 20005 data is abouut 1717 km outt of which 3955 or 23 per cennt are paved, mostly
m
arterial roaads (JICA, 20008).

F
Figure 2. Roadds of Dar es Saalaam city
CA (2008).
Source: JIC
ercial
Figure 2 sshows the maiin roads in thee city. The conndition of roaads in many off the residentiial and comme
areas are nnot paved andd poorly mainntained. In receent years therre has been a rapid increasee in importatio
on of
different ttypes of cars in
i the countryy as reflected bby Tanzania rrevenue Authoority (TRA) reegistration records.
Based on the Tanzania Revenue Autthority records between 2003 and 2011 a total of 1 0010 732 cars were
registered by the authoriity. It is estim
mated that abouut 60 to 70 perr cent or betweeen 606 439 too 707 521 000
0 cars
are plying in Dar es Salaaam roads. In aaddition a totaal of 245 180 m
motorcycles annd 7 408 tricyccles were registered
by the TR
RA in 2010 annd 2011 respeectively. Evenn though theree is no definiite figure, most of the imported
motorcyclees and tricyclees are plying D
Dar es Salaam rroads (Elinazaa, 2012).
4. Method
ds
This paperr is primarily based
b
on literaature review, a conceptual frramework papeer for traffic ddecongestion in
n Dar
es Salaam
m that was pressented during the 2006 Darr es Salaam Innternational Trrade Fare andd a paper on trraffic
congestionn in Dare s Salaam
S
that w
was presented during the 266th Tanzania Innstitution of E
Engineers Nattional
Conferencce in 2011. Thhe theme for the conferencce was on chhallenges in adddressing traff
ffic congestion
n and
enhancing road safety for national ddevelopment. The main liteerature review
wed included ppapers, bookss and
newspaperr reports focussing on trafficc congestion inn general andd congestion pproblems in Daar es Salaam City.
Using the 1997 Dar es Salaam
S
Masterr Plan a criticaal review was made on to w
what extent phyysical planning
g has
been used in minimizingg traffic congesstion in the Citty.
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5. Results
5.1 Trafficc Congestion inn Dar es Salaaam
Traffic conngestion is onne of the major problems aff
ffecting Dar ess Salaam City.. A number off studies, inclu
uding
JICA traveel speed that was
w conducted in 2007, have established the extent of trafffic congestionn in the city. As
A per
JICA studdy traffic conggestion is moree serious in soome sections oof major the aarterial roads ssuch as Morogoro,
Kilwa, Nyyerere, Mandella, Rashidi Kaw
wawa and Ali Hassani Mwinnyi Roads mainnly due to veryy low speed at road
intersectioons especially during
d
the peaak hours. The ccongestion is m
more serious inn the morning and evening trraffic
peak hourss. In the mornning peak hourrs traffic speedd reduced to beetween 20 to 330 km/h at a ddistance of 25 to
t 30
kms from the city centerr for most of thhe main roads. As one approoaches the city center traffic speed is reduced to
between zero to 10 km/hh within the ciity center and the immediatee surrounding aareas. In the eevening peak trraffic
the reversee happens. Traaffic speed withhin the city ceenter is betweeen 10 to 20 km
m/h and decreasses to between
n zero
to 10 km/hh just outside the boundariees of the city,, before pickinng up to speedds of more thhe 60km/h nea
ar the
outskirts oof the City. Trraffic congestiion is more crritical in all m
major road intersections of Morogoro Road at
Ubungo, M
Magomeni (Moorogoro/Kawaawa roads) Bibbi Titi Mohameed and Morogooro Road junction, Nyerere Road
R
at Tazara, Chang’ombe,, Msimbazi, U
UN/ Kinondonii junction, Oldd Bagamoyo aat Mwenge .annd Nelson Man
ndela
Road at Taabata and Buguuruni intersecttion. At these rroad intersectioons it is not unncommon to sppend between 10 to
25 minutess before crossiing.
Traffic coongestion in thhe City has booth socio-econnomic and envvironmental im
mpacts even tthough no dettailed
studies haave been conduucted to estabblish the extennt impacts. Based on time w
waste and extrra fuel used du
ue to
congestionn it is estimateed that the moonetary loss is about Tshs 6555 billion per for private caars and comme
ercial
vehicles K
Katala (nd). A study conductted by confedeeration of Tanzzania Industriees showed thaat traffic conge
estion
eats up abbout 20 per cennt of businesss profit (Elinazza, 2010). Acccording to Msafiri (2005), O
Othman (2010)) and
Lupala (20010) congestioon is one is a major source of air pollutioon in the Cityy. The main poollutants are sulfur
s
dioxide (SO2), nitrogeen oxides (N
NOx), carbon monoxide ((CO) suspendded particulatte matter (SPM),
hydrocarboons (HCs) andd atmospheric llead (Pb). The concentrationns of SO2, SPM
M and atmosphheric Pb were found
f
to be higheer than World Health Organization (WHO
O) recommendeed standards inn all sampled llocations excep
pt for
two sites thhat had no conngestion in their roads.
5.2 Factorrs Contributingg to Traffic Coongestion
There are a number of factors
f
contribbuting to traffi
fic problems inn the City inclluding City strructure, population
increase, llack of overalll plan to guide City devellopment, rapidd increase in numbers of m
motor vehicless and
inadequatee and poor roadd conditions. E
Each factor is bbriefly discusssed as follows.
5.2.1 Popuulation Increase
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As alreadyy pointed out about
a
4 millioon people, equuivalent to 10 ppercent of the urban populaation in the cou
untry
are living iin Dar es Salaaam. The city iss growing at a very fast rate as reflected byy the increase its population from
0.85 millioon in 1978 to 1.36
1
in 1988, too 2.49 in 20022 and to 4 milliion in 2007.

0
2
2012 20022 2032 20344 2042 2052
1891 1894 1900 19948 1957 19677 1978 1988 2002
Figure 3. Trends of ppopulation grow
wth for the Daar es Salaam ciity (1891-20522)
Source: Luupala and Kiunnsi (2011).
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Figure 3 shows the trend of population growth in the city from 1891 to 2052. The current growth rate is
estimated to be 8 per cent per annum compared to 9.7 percent (1967-1978), 4.8 percent (1978-1988) and 4.4
percent (1988-2002). The growth rate of Dar es Salaam is one of the highest in Sub Sahara Africa. As a result of
this the city cannot provide adequate services and infrastructure including transportation infrastructure to cope
with population increase and therefore, contributing to traffic congestion. As a matter of fact, Dar es Salaam will
become a mega city within the coming 25 years that is by 2034. The increase in population will continue to exert
pressure on road infrastructure and other social and economic services unless deliberate efforts are made to
address traffic congestion in the City.
5.2.2 Urban Sprawl
As already indicated Dar es Salaam is low rise sprawling City. Due to resource constraints the expansive
character of the City has it has been difficulty for the City authorities to provide adequate basic services
including road infrastructure to new areas. The end result of urban sprawl in Dar es Salaam is the poor and
inadequate provision of service infrastructure including roads. In addition to poor service provision urban sprawl
forces urban dwellers to use motorized transport to travel long distances to work places and other parts of the
City to obtain services and goods. The two factors of poor road infrastructure and the necessity to use motorized
transport contributes to congestion in the city.
5.2.3 Mono Centric City Structure
As already indicated Dar es Salaam City has got only one CBD with the arterial roads originating from centre.
This means that a lot of City services and institutions are located at one major point. This has led to traffic to
predominantly flow from residential areas to the CBD in the mornings and vice versa in the evenings. The
dominance one directional flow of traffic contributes to congestion in the mornings and evenings along the main
roads and intersections (Kiunsi et al., 2006; Lupala & Kiunsi, 2011).
5.2.4 Lack overall Physical Plan and Development Control
The first master plan for Dar es Salaam City, after independence, was made in 1968 and the second one in 1979
covering a period of 20 years up to 1999. Since then Dar es Salaam has not had an overall plan to guide its
development. The 1979 master plan was not reviewed during the whole period of its existence apart from the
City Council in 1992 introducing the Environmental Management Plan (EMP). The main objectives of EMP
among other things were to increase the capacity of the city council to manage urban growth and development
through participatory approaches of the communities, NGOs, central and local government and private sector.
EMP was successful in identifying specific environmental issues and in developing squatter upgrading
programmes but failed to deliver long term vision and comprehensive policies and guidelines for urban growth
(UN-HABITAT and United Nations Environmental Programme [UNEP], 2005). Consequently, Ministry of
Lands Housing and Settlement Development is now preparing a new master plan for Dar es Salaam.
The 1979 master plan Apart from not being revised was to a large extent not implemented as planned. In other
words there was a very poor development control of the City during the existence of the second master plan. The
concept used to develop the master plan was good and if fully implemented it could have indeed contributed to
the reduction of the current traffic congestion in the city. The master plan proposed the city to be structured with
six main levels of ten cell, housing cluster, neighbourhood, community and district. At each level appropriate
services and community facilities could be provided.
Table 1 shows the types of facilities and services that were to be provided at each level. The plan proposed an
increase of types and capacities of services as you go up the city structure. As an example at housing cluster
level only a nursery school and paying ground were to be provided. While at the district level a higher order of
facilities and services including commercial, office space and recreational areas were provided. The aim of the
master plan was to ensure adequate distribution of facilities within the city that were within easy reach of all
residents and in accordance with population thresholds as summarized below in Table 1. The master plan clearly
pointed out that such urban structure would reduce the daily need to travel to the city center for common services.
Unfortunately, this was not fully implemented as evidenced by many large residential areas in Dar es Salaam not
having basic facilities and services. Consequently, their residents in these areas have to travel regularly to the
CBD to obtain basic services and therefore contributing to traffic congestion.
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Table 1. City structure and population thresholds as proposed in 1979 master plan
Level

Size

Services

Housing cluster

10 ten cell units (100 plots)

Nursery school, 2 play grounds

Neighbourhood

Four to eighty housing
clusters (5000 people)

Primary school with associated playing grounds,

Ten cell unit

One local market and few small shops
One recreation area

Community

Eight neighborhoods (40 000
people)

One major market and shopping area
One community hall
Two religious sites
Two major recreational areas

District

200 000 to 300 000 people

Commercial component
Public and private office space
Wholesale and retail shopping facilities
Petrol service facilities
Apartment units
Institution component
District hospital
Fire protection services
Secondary school
Recreational component
A small exhibition area
A major recreational facility including playing
fields, athletics tracks, practice fields,
restaurants, offices, parking space and open
space

Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development (1979).
5.2.5 Rapid Increase in Number of Cars
In the recent years, there has been a rapid increase in a number of imported cars in Tanzania due to a number of
factors including increase in population and increase in incomes of the city dwellers, removal of restrictions on
importation of cars and availability of bank loans for buying cars. The number of cars in the city has increased
from 24 600 in 1979 to between 606 439 to 707 521 2011 Marshal and (Macklin Monaghan Ltd., 1979; Elinaza,
2012). The increase in the number of vehicles has compounded traffic congestion problems in the city. The
situation is made worse by the increase of motorcycles and tricycles in Dar es Salaam using City roads.
5.2.6 Inadequate Road Infrastructure and Parking Facilities
Dar es Salaam has inadequate capacity of roads to cope with increased number of cars due to four main factors.
Firstly, the spatial road coverage is low, covering only 2.5 per cent of land in Dar Salaam compared with
recommended Tanzania physical planning guidelines of 15 to 20 per cent coverage (Mittal, 1976; United
Republic of Tanzania [URT], 1997). Secondly, many of roads in the City are not in good condition due to lack of
regular maintenance. Thirdly, all main road intersections do not have either overpass or underpass to facilitate
smooth flow of traffic. Fourthly, there is limited parking space especially in the CBD. This forces some people to
park on road sides thus reducing the road capacity by making the roads even much narrower. All these factors
exacerbate the traffic congestion problems in the city. Finally, a number of motorists especially during morning
and evening peak hours violate traffic regulations. The famous breakers of traffic regulations are the mini bus
drivers and motorcyclist.
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5.2.7 Poor Public Transport
Public transport in the city is poor due low quality of services provided by mini buses (known as Dala dala),
tricycles and motorcycles. Public service is poor due to a number of factors including limited spatial coverage
provided by mini buses, lack of fixed bus time schedules, long waiting hours at the bus stops, overcrowding and
at times not adhering to scheduled bus routes. Services provided by cyclists is poor because of rough riding
leading to high rate of accidents. In addition poor public transport is contributed by the city being predominantly
be served by mini buses instead of regular buses, which are not comfortable. Poor public transport forces a
number of city dwellers who have cars to opt to use private vehicles instead of public transport.
5.3 Efforts for Decongesting Dar es Salaam City
The City is taking some actions to minimize congestion, which can be divided into those focusing on the supply
side of traffic congestion i.e. increasing road capacity and those on the demand side i.e. reducing the number of
private cars in roads. According to Guardian News paper Reporter (2010) actions taken to improve road capacity
include paving more roads (Ubungo Terminal via Kigogo to roundabout of Kigogo road, Kigogo to Jangwani,
Jet corner to Devis corner road, Kigogo Tabata dampo road, Old Bagamoyo road and Ununio and roads),
increasing the number of lanes for the main roads (Morogoro Road, Sam Nujoma Road, Kilwa Road, New
Bagamoyo Road, Kawawa Road), building new roads (Mabibo to kimara road, Mbezi Victoria via Kilungule to
Kimara Korogwe road, tangi bovu to Goba Road, Ununio Road, Goba tegeta road) and improving access roads
in residential areas. To further increase road capacities in the City new ring roads (Wazo hill to Mbezi Lewis and
Mbezi Lewis to Ukonga) and underpass or overpass for main road intersections at ubungo and Tazara have been
proposed. Actions to improve traffic management include increasing the number of traffic signals (Sam Nujoma
Road, New Bagamoyo Road, Kilwa Road), deploying traffic police at the main road intersections especially
during the morning and evening peak hours, introduction of one way roads mainly in the city center
(independence avenue) and reversible lanes (Old and New Bagamoyo Roads). Harsh penalties especially for
offenses that directly contribute to traffic congestion have been introduced to reduce traffic offences.
In order to reduce private cars in roads a number of actions have been taken. These include the improvement of
public transport through the introduction of rapid transit system. The necessary infrastructure for phase one of
the rapid transport system including dedicated lanes and stations along the Morogoro and Kawawa roads are now
under construction. The City for the first time of its existence has also witnessed an introduction of urban trains
on a limited basis from Ubungo to the City Center. The train at the moment is making only five trips per day
between the City and Ubungo. The numbers of trips are expected to increase in future. The City authorities have
also prohibited mini buses with capacity less than 25 percentages to transport passengers to and from the City
center.
In terms physical planning, the City is currently preparing a new master plan, which addresses congestion
problem. In order to minimize traffic congestion in the city the master plan has proposed four new satellite towns
to be built at Bunju, Pugu Kajiungeni, Kimbiji and Kongowe (Athuman, 2010). It is hoped that the introduction
of satellite towns will reconfigure land uses in the City and therefore redistributing traffic.
6. Discussion
Indeed traffic congestion is one of key and a growing problem in the City. The City authorities are implementing
a number of strategies such as increasing the capacity of roads, improving traffic management, and improving
public transport including introduction of urban train in order to reduce private cars in the roads. In addition the
new master plan, still under preparation, has proposed developing of satellite towns. The satellite towns are
expected to spatially redistribute centers for service provision and therefore contribute to reduction of
congestions in the City. It appears that the emphasis for decongesting the City is on improving the capacity of
roads and traffic management and to some extent improvement of public transport, but less emphasis physical
planning. This approach may not lead to the desired results for three main reasons. Firstly, in recent years the
CBD has continued to rapidly grow in terms of high rise buildings for office accommodation, hotel and
commercial use. Therefore the CBD will continue to attract more and more traffic. Secondly, the rate of increase
of cars is higher than the increase of road capacities. Finally, population growth rate of Dar es Salaam is high.
This means that continued increase of cars will outpace the capacity of the City authorities in provision required
road infrastructure. Therefore in order to minimize traffic congestion in the City, strategies for improving road
capacity should strongly be supported by efforts of reconfiguring land uses through physical planning. The
introduction of satellite towns as proposed in the new master plan is the move in the right direction. This
however, should be supported by the actual implementation of the satellite towns.
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7. Conclusion
Traffic congestion is a serious and a growing problem in Dar es Salaam and has led to a number of
socio-economic and environmental impacts. The nature and dynamics of traffic congestion is more or less
similar as in many other cities. In Dar es Salaam congestion is contributed by a number of factors including
population increase, expansion of city boundaries, economic growth, increase of number of cars, poor road
infrastructure, city physical structure, lack of updated master plan and poor development control. Increasing road
capacity and improvement of public transport services are the main strategies applied by the City authorities to
control congestion. These strategies have not provided the desired results due a number of reasons such as a
rapid increase of population and cars, rapid growth of existing CDB and non application of physical planning as
a key tool for traffic congestion minimization. In order for the current solutions to work more effectively and
in a sustainable way, both strategies of improving road capacities and public transport and physical planning
should be applied together.
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